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FOREWORD
The Proceedings of the. 7th lecture meetingconvenedby The Per
Jacobsson Foundation are contained in thispublication. It includesa
background paper on the subject“TowardaWorld
Central Bank?”
prepared by Mr. William McChesney Martin and his oral presentation
of this paper in the Aula of the University of Basle on 14 September,
1970. The commentaries of Dr. Karl Blessing, Mr. Alfred0 Machado
a r n e z , and Professor Harry G . Johnson are also reproduced, along
with the welcoming remarks of the Rector of the University, Dr. Eduard
Wenk, and the introductory remarks of the President of the Foundation,
Mr. W. Randolph Burgess.
;
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This series of lectures and publications is made possibleby the generous contributions to the Foundation made by friends of Per Jacobsson,
late Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, following
his death in 1963. The Foundation was established to promote informed
international discussions of important current problems in the field of
_monetary affairs in which he had always taken so active a part. Elsewhere in this pamphlet .will be found a list of the Proceedings and other
publications so far issued by the Foundation. These are made available,
withoutchargeand
upon request, in English,French, and Spanish.
-.
In addition, through the kindnessofbanksandbankers’associations
throughout the world, excerpts from the Proceedings have been issued
in. Chinese, German, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, and Persian.
Enquiries may be addressed to theSecretary ,at the address given
below.
‘The Per Jacobsson Foundation
International Monetary Fund Building
.
Washington, D. C . 20433
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bank-as a mechanism of reparations transfer. The four included Walter
. Stewart,advisor
to the Governor of the Bank of England; Pierre
Quesney,then of theBank of France and later General Manager of
the BIS; Shepherd Morgan, deputyto the Agent General for Reparations
Payments; and myself.
The plan that we labored over and drew up in outline did, in fact,
help -in reaching an agreement on the settlement known as
the Young
Plan.But, perhaps more important, the Bank for International Settlements, so created, has,overthese
40 years,throughpeace
and war,
through prosperity and depression, gone on and developed that warmth
of personal acquaintance among financial leaders that has been beyond
price as a background and' stimulus for valuable specific forms of cooperation.
Of course, the next giant s'tepforward was the formation of the International Monetary Fund, and it is very appropriate that Per Jacobsson,
who did so much to develop the institution here, should then have moved
on to that other secondstep-the
IMF, and that thisyearthe Fund
is celebrating its 25th birthday.

So today,againstthisbackground,
we take a. flight into the future
under the pilotage of four men who have played roles in recent history
which make them suitable guides forthe future.
We are enormously grateful to Mr. William McChesney Martin, both
for undertakingthisassignment and for givingusthe chance to read
in advance his views on the subject. All of you know him by reputation
and most of you know him personally. Your program gives an outline
of his distinguished career. While I don't need to repeat that, I would
add that he was, in a sense, born a central banker.His father, also
my long-term friend, was for many years the able head of the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis. So BillMartinwillbeviewinghissubject
today in a long perspective.
It gives me enormous pleasure to ask him to comment on his paper
or add to itin any way he sees fit.

TOWARD A WORLD CENTRAL BANK?
WILLIAMMCCHESNEY MARTIN

The .text of the written paper on this subject which was prepared by
‘Mr. Martin for discussion at ‘Bask begins on Page 13. At the meeting
on 14 September, 1970, he introducedhis paper and .opened the discussion
the
in
oral statement
reproduced
below.
J

I

am very happy to be here today. I want to start with just a few
comments that may.bein the nature of reminescences.
Randy Burgess has referred to our long friendship, and I consider
him one of my mentors. My respect and admiration for Randy Burgess
goesback to the days when I had a copy of his book, “The Reserve
Banks and Money Market”, alongside my bed every night before I went
to sleep. Also, when I needed a couple of sponsors in order to go onto
the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, Randy was -good enough
to be one of my sponsors. It so happened that, on the veryfirstday
that I was on the floor of theExchange,Englandwent
off the. gold
standard. Everybody ran’ around wildly, asking what would happen now.
I went to Randy and asked him how I could learn something about the
gold standard. He said to go and listen to E. W. Kemmerer who was
giving a course at the time at the New School for Social Research. I did.
I listened. I took notes. And I still have a record of everything Professor
Kemmerer said. But I am afraid I don’t know much more about anything except the technicalities of the gold standard than I did before I
started. The fetish, the mystique ofgold continues to puzzle.me.
The next thing that makes it particularly pleasant for me to be here
today is that 23 years ago I came to Basle under the auspices of Maurice
FrGre, who suggested that I ought to get acquainted with Per Jacobsson.
(The recent death of Governor FrGre is a great shock to all of us; he
had written me that he planned to be with us on this occasion.) I ar4
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rived on a Saturday afternoon. It wascoldandgreyand
there was a
little drizzle in the air. I didn’t know Mr. Jacobsson very well then. He
said to me, “Why don’t we take a walk?” I agreed, but he was always
three stepsahead ofme. Meanwhiletherainbegan
to comedowna
little bit harder; I wasgettingwetterandwetter,and
I had trouble
seeingthrough myglasses. But he paid no attention to the rain. He
would say to me “ . . . and, you know, what I think the French ought to
have done was this, and what the British should do, is this.” Finally, I
reached the point where, with water coming down
myglasses, I said,
“YOU know, Mr.Jacobsson, I amenjoyingthisverymuch,
but if I
could just find a dry place where we could sit down I would agree to
everything you say.”
retired in
Because. I am in such a mellow and relaxed mood, having
February, I can’t resist repeating a story that I think gives you, as well
as anything I know, a sede of the puckish side of the character of the
distinguishedeconomistwhom we honortoday. He wasverypleased
with the comment that General MacArthur hadmade,“Oldsoldiers
never die, they just fade away.” When I was privileged to give a little
dinner at the Alibi Club in Washington for Per, I had several of the
chairmen of the Federal Reserve Banks, three university presidents, and
a number of bankers. When the dinner wasover, Per jumped up and
said, “Now, I am just delighted to meet this group. You know, it is said
that old soldiers never die, they just fade away.” Then he looked at the
university presidents and said, “Old university presidents never die, they
just lose their faculties.” And then, very pleased with that, of course, he
added, “ASI look around and see these
_ I _b,ankers,
*
I know that old bankers,
never die, th6y just lose interest.”
One more story from my diary on Per: I played golf withhim at
the -Chevy Chase Club-there are some of you in this room who know
the course-and on the third hole we got to talking about inflation. Well,
he hit off into the woods on the left and then off into the woods on the
right before we finally got. onto the green. On the next hole, after his
fourth shot almost went into a creek, I said, “Per, I suggest you pick
up and let’s go on to the next hole.” “Oh no,” he said, “give me another
club.” So I gave.him another clubandhewalkeddown
to this little
rivulet and took three or four hacks at the ball and then, believe it or
not, after carefullyweighinghistiminghemade
one more swing and
drove the ball right smack into the cup. With that he just ‘looked up,
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beamed,andsaid,“Youknow,that’sthe
way to do it; if you’don’t
succeed the first time, try, try, and try again.”
A lecture in memory of PerJacobssonseems
to be analtogether
appropriate occasion to look back on our experiences of international
monetary cooperation over the past twenty-five years. It is evident, when
we reflect upon it, that the two international institutions with which Per
Jacobsson was associated,the International Monetary Fund andthe
Bank for International Settlements, have already come to perform many
of the functions of an emerging world central .bank. He contributed a
great deal to this evolutionary process by his deep1y:felt conviction that
international cooperation was workableand byhiscapacity
to communicate to officials in all countries a sense of the international dimensions of whatever current problems they might be discussing.
I ’always
thought of him, right up to the time of his death, as Mr. World Central
Banker. He ‘was more interested in central banking, it seemed to me,
than anyone I wasin contact with. It mightgiveyouan
idea of the
interest that he took and the help that he was to me when I say. that in
1961 and 1962 I had rather tough going at one-pbint at the Fed and I
wasthinkingseriously
of resigning.Someone-toldhim
about it, and
he took a special trip over to sit down and tell me that really this was
no time for me to leave and it was necessary that I stay.
t

.

,

I think that the.growing international monetary cooperation that has
beencenteredinthe
International Monetary Fund and theBank for
International Settlements and the Organization of Economic Cooperation
and Developmentowes a greatdeal to thededication of manymen.
These three institutions have engaged in five main types of activity that
would be associated with, in some way, a world central bank: advice to
individual countries so that constructive influence is provided from outside for the correction of balance of payments difficulties; multilateral
consideration SO that proposed national policy actions are examined for
theireffects on other countries;administrationofcodes
of goodbehavior..acceptedandadhered
to bysovereign states inthefields
of
exchange rate practices and of restrictions on trade and capital’movements;financialassistance
so that countrieswithexternalpayments
difficulties can be provided temporary help; and reserve creation to ensure an orderlygrowth of officialreserves.
When we look at their work as a whole, we can recognize that these
institutions have become a force influencing the behavior of individual
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nations, through both moral suasion and the provision of credit, creating
international money,andattempting
to reconcile the conflictingobjectives of countries in ways that benefit the international community as
a whole. These achievements represent a decisive advance in
international
cooperation among the countries of the free world. When we think back
on the difficulties that we have had in.recent years, in the past decade
in particular, on both the international and the domestic side, the lessons
we have learned from that experience should reinforce our resolution to
continuetostrive
for international cooperation during the 1970s.
Perhaps the most dramatic development to date in theprocess of
evolution toward a world central bank is the agreement to create Special
DrawingRights.Under
it, international moneyisnowbeingcreated
deliberatelyandsystematicallyandthroughaprocess
of multilateral
decisionmaking. In thisaspect,the Fund isservingasa
central bank
to the monetary authorities of the countries that make up its membership. The SDRmechanism,aspresentlyviewed,does
not 'attempt to
lean against the winds of inflation or deflation, but to achieve a relatively
steady rate of growth of worldreserves. It can help to provide a basic
and steady
environment
for noninflationary
growth
of the world
economy, leaving to. other forces the function of financial stabilization.
But we can also look ahead to see that the stabilization function could
be added to theSDRmechanism.
The Fund cobldtry to promote
stabilization through somewhat greater variation in the rate of growth
of world reserves over time as a means of offsetting cyclical tendencies
in the world economy.
The activation of the SpecialDrawingRightshas"importantimplications for the policies of the United States and of our trading partners. In ,the future, the U.S. balance of payments should no longer be,
as it has been in the past, a major source of growth in world reserves.
The United States will have to keep its external payments more-or-less
in balance in the decade of, the 1970s. This means that, among other
things, the United States will have to aim at a more effective. domestic
stabilization effort than we were able to achieve over the past few years.;
On the other hand, however effective our performance, we can achieve
this balance of payments goal in an interdependent world only if other
major trading countries adopt reasonable balance of payments objectives
and then take effectivemeasures to attain them, During the. decade
ahead, the world economy can profit from the advance in orderly growth

,

.
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represented by the Special Drawing Rights mechanism only if the major
industrial countries can find ways to eliminate the large and continuing
deficits and surpluses which were recorded during the 1960s.

I.

I want to comment here as to why I think the Special Drawing Rights
were essential and necessary, and I am glad that Secretary Fowler was
able to come to this meeting. this afternoon because he played such an
outstanding role inmakingthempossible.
There were two problems, it
seems to me, in the economic disturbances in the 1960s in the payments
mechanism. One was very poor policies.
I don't have to elaborate on
that; when we have poor policies, the end result becomes apparent over
time. The other was a growing fear that there would not be adequate
reserves to. deal with the rapidgrowthinworld
trade. This at first
seemed to me not too legitimateaworry,
but as time wenton it
seemed to me that it was a bona fide worry. In the U. S. Treasury and
in the Federal Reserve and at the International Monetary Fund and
elsewhere people began to make studies of world reserves. Our statistics
are not very accurate on these things and people have different judgments, but it began to become apparent to me that we were in trouble.
In the five yearsfromthe end.of 1964 through 1969 the growth of
world reserves wasabout one per cent per year. And most
of that growth
was the result of credits extendedby the Fund and by monetary authorities. In the period from 1951 to 1965,'it was about 2Y2 per cent, 5 per
cent outside of the United States.

,,/

Here I want to say something that is self-serving in one sense, namely,
that we ought to remember the contribution that the United States made
through theMarshall Plan to the reserves of the world. I wasinthe
Treasury during that period, and there was a lot of criticism in Congress
of the fact that some of the aidwasgoing into foreign reserves. The
United States did not protest that. Rather, the United States deliberately
created adeficitin
its balance of payrnezs in order tn b e l p d ~
"Z6iiiG5 replenish their reserves. Nowwe are through with the Marshall
%lan,and I am nottrying to exaggerateitseffects or to downplay in
any way the European Contribution to economic recovery. I merely want
to point out that both the United States and Europe became adjusted
to a U. S. balance of payments deficitin those days.
""

When it became apparent that there was a slowdown in reserves, we
did lay to rest the belief that the only way' to handle 'this problem was to

--
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increase the price of gold. We made it clear that it was possible to add.
‘to the reserves of the world in an orderly, systematic way and
after a
deliberate, conscientious study.
I remember,incidentally,
that there weresomeAmericanswho
thought, in the early postwar years, that, if an increase in the price of
goldwasinthecards,
that was the time to do it-when U. S . gold
holdingswere around $25 billion. I amglad to say that we did not
follow such a course and now, with
SDRs, it need no longer be considered.
Now, this SDR scheme has laid a responsibility on the United States
to make good by holding down its balance of payments deficit. It they
don’t make good on it, we are going to be in a chaotic condition again.
I don’t want to see the world on a dollar standard, but I am convinced
that the two-tier gold system, though not perfect, and the provisions that
haverecentlybeenmadefortheorderlymarketing
of gold,make it
possible for. us to have gold as a commodity
and gold as a monetary
asset.Neverhas there beentheslightestintention
on the part of the
people that I haveworkedwithtodemonetizegold,
or to eliminate
gold from the picture. The desire has only been to achieve a settlement,
a reasonable settlement, that could provide, in an orderly and an intelligent way, a reconciliation between the monetary
and commodityuses
of gold without downgrading ‘or trying to displace gold as a monetary
unit. For the forseeable future, gold will be the major part of the U. S .
reserves. If the United States puts its balance of payments in order (and
whether it should be zero or near zero on the official settlements basis
, or not is not an important matter at the moment), the SDR andthe
two-tier system give us the means of keeping the gold exchange standchaos.
ard without
functioning
I want to make some comments on the inflation problem, because I
think it is still the biggest problem. ‘Weare beset by inflation. Today, we
are seeing around the world a wage explosion of major force. Nobody
was more conscious of th.is problem and of the necessity of dealing with
it than Per Jacobsson. There are twoschools of thought that have
developed since the full employment concept was accepted generally by
governments. One. schoolwas that youcanonlyhavehighlevels
of
employment with inflation; that there is a trade-off between unemployment and inflation. The other school of thought-to which I happen to
belong,and.,whilethey
aren’t here to defendthemselves, I think that
I

,
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both Per Jacobsson and Lord Keynes would also be in. that school-is
that it is not possible to havehighlevels of employment on a semipermanentbasiswithinflation.Inflation
disrupts andunderminesand
dislocates in such a way
that whatever employment is created by
it is
onlytemporary. Therefore, if we do not findmeans of resistingthis
inflation and keeping it under control, we are not ever going to attain
the full employment goal that all of. us are striving for. I state >this as
my convictioo.,.:And
this is where the restraining conscienceof a central
.-"-,
b&k- comes in. There are many instances where budgetary policy has
beenoverlyexpansive,where
debt managementpolicyhasbeenanything but conservative, and where wage-cost-price
policy has been in a
-"__.""
virtuallyexplosivestate..Under
those condrtions the only thing. left is
monetary policy. The central bank could, of course, grind the machine
to a halt, but that would be no service. It certainly can, however, be a
,restraining conscience. I think it is important that the central banks of
the world keep this problem in
front of us. I believe that, over a long
enough period of time, we will demonstrate that the only real possibility
of having semi-permanent high levels of employment is to havd relative
stability in prices and to resist these inflationary trends, If we are..todo
this, central banks must retain their independencewithinthegovernment, but not be outside the government. They must work side by side
with the ,government. What we need to have is central bank chiefs who
stand high in the counsels of their respective governments and yetare
independent of the political powerof that government, men not;completely autonomous but independent in the sense that, even as th@y"are
working side bysidewiththeirgovernment
leaders, theycanunder
certaincircumstancessay we will, asa matter of conscience,go.this
far and no further, and the governmentperforcemustlisten.
.
_c___

,.
-'

'.

,

Now where do we go from here in this emerging world central bank
atmosphere? I think that there are anumber of things that couldbe
considered. I have listed here consolidation of the several reserve assets
now in use into a single asset; we should continue to study this idea.
Multilateral supervision of the Euro-currency and Euro-bond markets?
They are totally unregulated today and it seems to me that in the interest" of,everybody there shouldbesomesupervisionandregulation
of
those markets. Greater harmonization of monetaryandfiscalpolicies
among countries in general, and among regional groupings, such as the
European communities in particul,ar, could also be of .universal benefit.
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When it comes to organization, I don’t think it is terribly
important
whether we can agree today upon the institutional outlines
of an ideal
central bank. I think, on the contrary, that whatweneedis
a willingness on the part of nations to accept the economic and monetary constraints of our interdependent world economy. If we remain .committed
to international cooperation, we will be able to work out the procedures
for carrying it out and assuring its proper evolution. Z have long felt
that there should be a federal reserve system in Europe and
Z think..._
that.
.... ....
some day it will come. I think that eventuallyyouwillseegroupings
amm.Cf-fhe worid-m one form or another, and that probably there-will
be some umbrella, whether it is the Monetary Fund or whatever.
I think we havecomealongwayin
international cooperation in
financial affairs in the past generation. When I think of the objections
that I heard a number of years ago to. the thought of a world central
bank or to the type of international cooperation that has developed, it
amazes me. A general acceptance has come about, and it seems to me
that we are not being overly optimistic to believe that we can go forward. How long this will take,
or how much give and take will be required, I am not endeavoring-to say. I think that the step from the
Fund’s Articles of Agreement in 1945 to the ratification of the Special
Drawing Rights mechanism in 1969.is an historic one. Because of these
gains we certainly have a right to be optimistic that we can make further progress toward a world central banking function during the 1970s.
I started my prepared paper by pointing out that central banking is
a relatively modern art: I worked through all the texts on central banking,KischandElkin,
Hawtrey, DeKock,-Beckhart, Willis, Robertson,
and all the rest of them, and I decided that I would stick with the word.
“art.” Central bankingisarelativelymodern
art, evenwhenyou remember that GovernorAsbrinkinvited us to Stockholm to celebrate
the 300th anniversary of the Swedish National Bank, that the Bank of
England began in 1694, the Bank of France in 1800,’and the Reichsbank, if I am correct, i,n 1875. They are very modern,. and whenyou
come to the Federal Reserve System in 1913 and the Bank of Canada
in 1935, you realize how modern the art is. The art of central banking,
in my’judgment, has become one of the keystones in the arch of our
civilization and, likemoney,and
‘the use .of money, it isconstantly
evolving out of thewellsprings of human needs. In the world we are
living in today there can be little question that it will be very desirable,
. .

”
_

.
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helpful, and important to have a strong world central bank to act as the
restraining conscience that I am talking about on a multilateral basis.
Some of this is 'being done now in .the Fund, some of it is being done
in the BIS, some of it is being done in the OECD. Perhaps all of these
activities will be brought together in some form some day. I know most
of the objections that can be raised to the concept of a world central
bank-that it is, visionary or impossible of achievement. I alsoknow
the value of having different views and independent actions by differing
countriesandthedesirability
of decentralization. I have heard all of
thesearguments.Nevertheless I believe that we are on an inevitable
course that will lead us to some cooperative form of world central bank.
I had a special section on sovereignty, and this is a particularly interesting one because we allknowtheold-fashionedconcept
of 'sovereignty. I think we are going to have to pool some of our sovereignty if
we are going to makethisinterdependentworldwork.Peacein
the
worldtodayis no longer an option. It isimperative for our survival.
All I want to say in conclusion is that, ifwe continue along the course
we are on, the probability of having peace will definitely be enhanced
and that unless we have political stability we won't have peace.

* * * * '
W..
Randolph Burgess:
We are doubly grateful to you, Mr. Martin, not only for givingus
your carefully reasoned written text,
but even more for exposing to us
youremotionaldedication to some of thesecauses that are disaussed
in that document. What you have written and now underlined orally is
a great contribution to us here and more broadly around the world to
everybody
who
reads the Proceedings of this
meeting.
\
Now, we are very fortunate in having a trio of commentators -representingdifferentfieldsandpoints
of view-a manwho has been the
dean of European central bankers;a leader inthe central banks of
Latin America; and a 1e.ader in the academic field on this subject. I have
particular pleasure in turning to the discussion stage of our meeting and
calling upon Dr. Karl Blessingwho started his career as a central
banker fifty years ago. He has made an enormous contribution to 'central banking, both in the Bundesbank in his own country,
through the
BIS, and elsewhere.

TOWARD A WORLD CENTRAL BANK?
WILLIAMMCCHESNEYMARTIN

The text of Mr. Martin’s written paper on this subject was distributed
in advance to thoseattending thelecturemeeting.It
is reproduced
below. His oral presentation of thispaper is given on the preceding
pages 4 to 12.
“Life cannot subsist in society
but by reciprocal concessions.”
SAMUELJOHNSON
entral banking is a relatively modern art which has become one
of the keystones in the arch of our civilization. Like money, and.
the use of money, it is constantly evolving out of the wellsprings
of human need. In the world of today, a strong world central bank is
becoming more and more essential to support orderly economic growth
in a constructive international context.

C’

My purpose in this lecture is twofold: (1) to spell out and substantiate the thesis that some of the functions of a world central bank are
already being performed, and (2) to examine some of the ways in which
further evolution toward a world
central bank may occur.
Economic cooperation among nations, and especially monetary cooperation, has made enormous strides in the past generation. If we examine
whatsuchgrowing international cooperation means, we shall see that
it may be characterized as evolution toward a worldcentral bank. Where
thisevolutionwillultimatelylead-particularly
in terms of specific
institutional development-is not a question that I shall try to answer
today.
13
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The 1930's demonstrated all toowell the dangers of economicnationalism and taught the lesson of economic interdependence-that each
nation'sprosperitydependsupon
the prosperity of itsneighbors.We
learned this lesson from bitter experience, involving competitive depreciationand
other beggar-your-neighborpolicieswithwhichnations
attempted to rid themselves of their-own ills by exporting them to their
trade partners.

'

Thus it has become widely accepted that nations can prosper only if
they prosper together.And
to prosper together, nations must act
together to create an economic environment conductive to their mutual
welfare.

No community can thrive without someconstraints on the behavior of
its members. To prosper together nations must accept some limitations
on their freedom of action. Acceptance of such constraints springs from
enlightened self-interest: from the awareness that, in an interdependent
world, nations must take account of the feedback of their own behavior,
since this behavior affectsthe actions of others.
It is the awareness of thisinterdependence and the willingness of
nations to permit it to influence their policies that constitute the basis of
international economic cooperation. Implementation of such cooperative
behavior is, of course, centered in the international institutions that have
become so prominent in: the past generation: the. International Monetary
Fund, theOrganization for Economic Cooperation andDevelopment,
and theBank for International Settlements.

'

The role and influence of the International Monetary Fund have
become increasingly evident. It is appropriate for us to note that during
theincumbency of .Per JacobssonasManaging Director, the Fu d's
activitiesincreasedmarkedly. The variousbodies of the OECD have
also blossomed in the past decade as forums'for the implementation of
international cooperation. And with the advent of currency convertibility
in Europe and Japan and the creation of inter-central bank credit arrangements designed to help prevent disorder in foreign exchange markets, the BIS has achieved much greater prominence in recent years.

e

., If we ask ourselves what these
international bodies accomplish, we
. . shall see that they perform what are essentiallyworld central banking
. .functions. The interests of the world community as a whole are brought
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to bear on the policies of individual nations. If the influence is successful-and I don’tsuggest that it alwaysis-nationalpolicieswillreflect
it and nationswillactdifferently
from the waytheyotherwisewould
haveacted. International cooperation exerts an influence on different
parts of the world economy in order to reconcile divergent tendencies
and improve the well-being of the whole.

The international institutions to which I have referred havebeen
engaged in five main typesof activity:
( 1) giving advice to particular countries . with balance of payments

problems (whether of the deficit or surplus kind) withaview
to aiding in the solution of those problems; this almost invariably
involves consideration of the fiscal and monetary policies of the
country under consideration;
(2) framing such policy advice on a basis that would produce optimum results, not only for the particular country whose problems
were under review but for other countries that would be affected
by the correction of the problems; in the process, the representatives. of member countries find themselves viewing and explaining their own objectives against the objectives of other countries;

( 3 ) administering internationally-accepted codes of behavior regardingexchangepractices,balance
of paymentsrestrictions (and,
in the case of the General Agreementon Tariffs and Trade, trade
practices) ;
(4) providing financial assistance to help countries ride out periods

of payments difficulty; and,
( 5 ) providingmeans
reserves.

to assure the necessarygrowth

of official

Let me now give some specific examples
of the waysinwhich the
functions that might be performed by a world central bank have been
performed, at least in part, by existing institutions.

I. M. F.
The International Monetary Fund is the international institutionwith
the ‘widestmembership and with the clearestpotential for evolution

.

,

,

,
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toward a world central bank. Even before the SDR amendment to the
Articles of Agreement,the Fund was performinga central banking
function. It was exercising an influence over the economic policies of its
membernations,in part a complement to its lending to themandin
part independently of its lending.
'

.

~

l

Members of the Fund that draw on their credit tranches are required
to meet certain policy standards laid down by theFund. These standards
are adapted to the problem of the particular country in balance of payments difficulty and in need of external credit. Of course, any bank is
likely to look to the future performance of its borrowers if only to safe.guardthequality
of its assets.Butthe
Fund clearly has a purpose
,'
beyond normal bankingprudence. The Fund encouragesaborrowing
member to adopt policies that will correct its balance of payments problem not by any means available
but in ways that are compatible with
achievement of the economic objectives of other countries as well. This
often,
indeed
usually,
involves
focusing
attention on the inflationary
potential, domesticallyandinternationally,
of economicdevelopments
inindividualcountries. Thus the Fund represents the interests of the
entire community when it uses its power to extend credit as a level to
influence the policies of its individual members.
.
It is noteworthy that the Fund exerts an influence on the policies and
.'

.

practices of its members quite apart from occasions when 'its members
are seeking to borrow from it. The Fund is charged with enforcing the
Articles of Agreement, which impose specific obligations on members.
s
that members
But,beyondthis,
and also beyondtheconsultations
countries are required to holdwith the Fund whentheymaintain
exchange restrictions, the practice of annual consultations has developed
between the Fund and its membersevenwhen
not required by the
Aiticles.
Here we have an example of the Fund acting in behalf of the international community as a whole as
it reviews the past and prospective
policies of its members and passes judgment on
them on the basis of
theircontribution to theachievement of thepurposes of the Fundwhich express the shared economic and financial objectives of the entire
Fund membership.
The Fund'sinfluenceoverthelarger,industrializedcountries
has
been strengthened by the development of two-way relationships between

'
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the Fund as a whole and a
group of its larger members known as the
Group of Ten.Thesecountries,actingtogether,have
not onlyserved
as a supplemental source of resources when the IMF facedneeds for
funds in meeting the drawings of major countries, but it has also served
as a forum withinwhichaconsensuscould
be reachedamongthese
leadingcountries on someissues of broader importance for the Fund
as a whole-issueswhich
required the support of the major countries
if the objectives of the IMF were to be fulfilled effectively.
It isclear that the various. avenuesbywhichthe
Fund influences
the policies of its members place the Fund in the position of exercising
a central bankingfunction-that
of influencing the parts to improve
the well-being of the whole.

0. E. C . D.
A similarfunction is performedelsewhere. The past decade has
brought aconsiderabledevelopment of consultationprocessesin
the
Organization for EconomicCooperationandDevelopment.
The Eco.nomic Policy Committee and Working Party Three of that organization
have been the forums for close consultations aniong senior officialsof
treasuries, central' banks, and economicministries about the economic
and financial policies of the industrialized countries. I know from personal experience and from the reports of my former associates at the
Federal ReserveBoard that economiccooperation has mademarked
advances as the result of these consultations.
Striking examples could be cited of ways i n . which individual countries' policies have been shaped as a result of examination and discussion in these.forums. It has been applied to countries that were experiencingrecession and to those experiencinginflation; to countries in
chronic .surplus as well as those inchronicdeficit.
In d l cases the
purpose is .to improvetheperformance
of theindividualcountryin
ways that will also serve the well-being of others.

A- related function .performed by these bodies of the OECD is to
examine the policy objectives of the member countries for compatibility
with each other and with' the welfare of the rest of the world.Given
the high degree of interdependence that prevails, no nation can expect
to achieveitspolicyobjectiveswithoutdueregard
to the actions of
.

'

'

'

.
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its neighborsand trade partners. Thisapplies to objectivesregarding
economicgrowth,pricestability,the
structure of thebalance of payments,gainsinreserves,andstillothers.
To test theconsistency of
suchobjectives-both
from the national and international viewpointisausefulandsignificantfunction,one
that exemplifiesvividlythe
advancement of the degree of economiccooperationand the way in
which such cooperation, by influencing countries to modify their policies so as to make them more consistent with the pursuit of the welfare
of the entire community, begins to resemble one of the. functions of a
world central bank.

B. I. S.
.--

Another example of the processes I have been discussing is provided
by the consultations and cooperation arrangements that are associated
with the regular meetings
of central bank governors here at the Bank
for International Settlements.Again there isa dual process: on the
one hand, the examination of individual countries and, where problems
exist, an effort to influencepolicies so as to bring them more into
harmony with the well-being of others; on the other hand, the development and operation of multilateral financial arrangements that benefit
the entire group. Under this latter heading come the vitally important
reciprocal credit facilities-so called
swap lines-among central ,banks,
through which some $33 billion of short-term credit has been extended
and repaid overthepasteightyears;alongwiththespecialarrangements to stabilizesterlingbalancesandoccasionalcreditpackages
to
assist an individual country in its stabilization efforts. These examples
of successful cooperation among central banks provide. further substantiation ofmy thesis that we have witnessed in recent years a growing awareness of interdependance'and a willingness to act in ways that
benefit the community as a whole.
'

I might note at thispoint that the man whosememorywe honor,
Per Jacobson, wasintimatelyassociatedwithtwo
of the institutions
I have just beendiscussing.Although Per Jacobsonexpresseddoubts
about the wisdom andpracticality of acommoncurrencyin'advance
of commongovernment, he was a strong believer in the benefits of
international cooperation. I would like to think that .he would support
much of the thesis I am putting before you today.
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SpecialDrawingRights

I move on now to speak about the most dramatic development to
date in the process of evolution toward a world
central bank. This is
the agreement to create Special Drawing Rights.
The SDR mechanism provides a direct and clear-cut central banking
function and on a basis as world-wide as the membership of the International Monetary Fund. International moneyisnowbeingcreated
deliberately and systematically and as the result of multilateral decision.
Such international money, created by the Fund, constitutesofficial
reserve assets for those who hold it. In this respect, therefore, the Fund
is serving directly as a central bank to the monetary authorities of the
countries that make up this membership.
The Fund evolvedtowardthisfunctiongradually.
For manyyears
“reservepositionsin the Fund”-thatis,gold
tranche andsuper-gold
tranche positions-were usable bymembersvirtuallyon
an automatic
basis and came to be regarded as a part of official reserves. Thus, even
before SDRs came into existence at the beginning of this year, a claim
on the Fund served as international money.
The further evolution that occurred this year, after several years of
studyandnegotiations,
had to do withthemanner
in whichsuch
international money comes to be created. Reserve positions in the Fund
are brought into existence in two ‘ways. The first is the result of gold
payments to the Fund by members whose quotas are being increased;
inthiscase,memberssimplyexchangedonereserve
asset-gold-for
another-gold
tranche positions. The secondis the result of theuse
.of amember’scurrencyindrawings
on the Fund by other members;
in this case, new reserves are created as the counterpart and by-product
of IMF lendingoperations. The extent to whichgoldandsuper-gold
tranche positions come into existence, in this second case, depends on
credit tranches-thatis
the
the extent to whichmembersusetheir
extent to which they borrow from the Fund. Thus the Fund itself has no
direct control over the magnitude of reserve creation.
.

.

The big step forward under SDRsis that reservecreationinthe
Fund became a deliberate, conscious process.
The decisionas to how
to create is made on the basis of a careful judgement as to the need
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for reserves by the world community and
on the basis of a recognition
that world payments equilibrium requires an adequately-growing supply
of reserves.
The evolution I have just described-whereby international money
creation in the Fund as a by-product of Fund lending operations has
beensupplemented by adeliberateand. direct process-is remarkably
analogous to the historical evolution that occurred in the moneycreationprocesswithinindividualcountries.Evenbefore
.central banks
existed, commercial banks were, of course,' creating money as a counterpart to their lendingactivities. But the extent of moneycreation
was. the uncontrolled result of the extent of bank lending. It was only
with the development of central banking in all our countries that the
rate of expansion of bank creditandmoneycametobedeliberately
regulated in the public interest.

*

*

*.

I have tried to spell out the various ways in which growing international cooperation can be thought of as performing the functions of a
world central bank. To summarize,thesefunctions
are to makethe
behavior of the parts compatible with and conducive to the welfare of
the whole-byinfluencing
thebehavior of individualnationsthrough
both moral suasion and the provision
of credit, and by creating international money in an amount sufficient to satisfy what would otherwise
be the incompatibleobjectives of individualunits with regard to the
accumulation of reserves.
The Problem of Sovereignty
The progress I have been describing originated between and has been
accepted and welcomed by sovereign states. One often hears it said that
the existence of aworld central bank is inconsistent with the maintenance of national sovereignty. So it is, if by sOvereignty one mdans what
has traditionallybeenimpliedby
that phase-the unfettered right of
national governments to act in whatever way they may choose in economic financial, or defense matters. ButI do not believe that it is helpful
to use this conception of sovereignty even as a point of departure. For
what we have been witnessing has been a willingness of nations, by the
exercise of their sovereign rights, to recognize that the national interest
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can no longer be pursued in isolation but is dependent on cooperative
action in deference to the common good. It has become more and more
clear that thisinvolvesnolossofsovereignty
but rather a pooling of
sovereignty. It could even besaid that whatwereonce the principal
objectives of sovereign powers-the maintenance of economic prosperity
and of effective defense-can nowonlybeachievedbytheacceptance
of cooperative international arrangementswhich by theirvery nature
impose limitations on the sovereignty of all the nations concerned. The
increasingly clear recognition of this new reality in international affairs
has alone made possible the developments that I have been describing.
Further evolutionalong the path toward a world central bank will
require nations to accept further limitations on their freedom of independent action, in their own and others' interest.
The very fact that, at its present stage of evolution, the international
monetarysystemismade
up of nations that stillretain a substantial
measure of their traditional sovereignpowersmeans
that the world
central banking function has a special responsibility that normally does
not trouble the central bank of an individual country. Within a country,
payments equilibrium among its various regions comes
about more or
lessautomatically.Whilemany
of our nationshavebeenfacedwith
regional economic problems, we do not regard these as being primarily
balance of payments problems. But, internationally, a. system of sovereign states is, as weall know, subject to payments imbalances that can
create instability and disruption. Thus a world central bank would have
this additional function-to facilitate the adjustment process and promote this additional function-to facilitate the adjustment process and
promotepaymentsequilibrium.
Exchange Rate Flexibility
In the past year, the Fund has been undertaking a study of limited
exchange rate flexibility as one means of improving the balance of payments adjustment process. I am confident that no changes in exchange'
rate practices will develop out of this effort that would be inconsistent
with-or would weaken-the international cooperation that we are consideringtoday. The ExecutiveDirectorshavepresented a preliminary
report to the Governors on this whole subject which has just been made
public and which will be on the agenda of the Copenhagen meeting.
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Where Do We Go From Here?
We may now ask ourselves about the prospects for further development along the lines I have been sketching. What is the potential and
what are the prospects of the evolution toward a world central bank?
Perhaps the best way to pursue this question is to consider the functions of afull-fledged central bank and to ask, in each case, whether
and how the function could be performed in an international setting.
Money-Creating Function
Let us begin with the money-creating function of a central bank, We
have already taken note of the SDR mechanism and observed that the
International Monetary Fund is now in the ‘business of creating .international money-official reserves-on aregularandsystematicbasis.
Perhaps we can view the IMF not merely as a creator of one type of
international reserve asset but also as a regulator of the total volume of
reserves.
“ C

Clearly the Fund is not the only source of new reserve assets. Some
newly-mined gold may come into monetary reserves under the two-tier
system, though the amounts are not expected to be large. Reserve assets
can be created as the result of inter-central bank loans. And, as we all
know,expansion in the officially-held liabilities of reservecurrency
countries. (whether or not an official: settlements deficit exists) adds to
world reserves.
’

No doubt the Fund will take account of the prospective magnitude
of these other forms of reserve creation in deciding on howmuch of
SDRs to create in each basic period. In that sense, the Fund becomes
aregulator of the volume of total worldreserves.Beyond
that, the
Fund will continue to exert influence upon the behavior of.
( reserve. creating countries.
U. S. Balance of Payments
In this connection, I must digress .brieflyto say a few w&ds about the
U. S. balance of payments,since this has been a major generator of
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world reserves in the past. It is my conviction that in adhering to-and
SDR program,the
in fact, taking theleadership in promoting-the
United States was accepting the proposition that its balance of payments
should not in the future be a major 'source of growth in world reserves.
This proposition has several corollaries:
1. The UnitedStatesmustmakeeveryeffort
to keepitspayments
a zero
positionmore or lessinbalance.Whetherthisrequires
deficit on the officialsettlementsbasisneednotdetainusnow.
And certainly wehavetoexpectswingsfromoneperiod
to
another. But the main. point is that the United States must have,
along with its domestic economic objectives, a balance
of payments
goal and aset of policies to achieve it.
2. Such a goal is achievable onlyif other countries also adopt reasonable balance of payments goals and take actions to
attain them.
In particular, if other countries do not take measures, including.
exchange rate adjustment where appropriate, to prevent persistent
surpluses, ,the UnitedStatesisunlikely
to avoiddeficitsinits
external accounts. To state this principle is in no way to relieve
the United States of responsibility to adopt appropriate domestic
andbalance of paymentspolicies-and
particularly to prevent
inflation. Proper policies on the part of the United States are a
necessarybutnot
a sufficientcondition for themaintenance of
equilibrium in the U. S. balance of payments.
..

.

3. There'is another related condition for U. S. payments equilibrium.
.
The amount of SDR creationmust,whilecarefullylimited,still
be adequate to meet the need for growth in world reserves. If it
is not, other countries may wellfollowpolicies to increase their
reserve holdings of dollars, and these policies would make a deficit
in U. S. payments almost inevitable no matter how well the United
States manages its policies. I believe that this principle has been
widelyaccepted, subtle andsubject to misinterpretationthough
it may be. It is subject to misinterpretation because, on the surface, it appears as an excuse for the persistence of a U. S. deficit.
It is subtle because an adequate volumeof SDR creation does not
assure proper U. S. policies; but, on the other hand, proper U. S.
policies will not result in payments equilibrium without an adequate growth of world reserves.
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SDR Mechanism

- A Regulator

Returning now to my main theme, we may regard the SDR mechanism in the Fund as a regulator, imprecise though it may be, of the growth
of worldreserves. This istrulyaworld
central banking function-as
distinct from the quite differenttaskperformedby
the UnitedStates
when it was the principal source of .additions to worldreserves.

As presently viewed, this central banking function
of the Fund aims
at a relatively steady rate of growth of world reserves. The SDR mechanism does not attempt, in the short run, to lean against the winds of
inflation or deflation.' Rather, it providesabasicand
steady. environment for non-inflationary growth of the world economy; leaving to other
forces the function of stabilization.
Stabilization
Thus another path for further evolution, as we. try to peer into the
future, may be the addition of astabilizationfunction
to the SDR
mechanism. I believe it is accurate to say that the Fund does not perform this function now except by influencing the policies of individual
countries. Presumably one way in which the Fund could try to promote
stabilization would be to bring about somewhat greater variation in the
rate of growth of world reserves over a period
of time as a means of
offsettingcyclicaltendenciesintheworldeconomy.
I do not wish to
overemphasize thispotential extension of the Fund's functions as a.world
central bank. It may well be that changes in the rate of growth of world
reserveswouldhaveonlyminor
short-run effectson national policies
and therefore on world demand. But this is one possible path of further
evolution.
Central Banks Serve as a Restraining Conscience

,

Whether or not theSDRmechanismis
adapted to serve short-run
stabilizationpurposes, one shouldexpect the evolvingworld central
banking function to be concerned with sta6ilization. Traditionally, central banks serve as a restraining conscience on governments which may
be tempted to over-expand and to generate inflation. Such a conscience
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is needed on the international plane, too. I cannot emphasize this point
too strongly because, in my judgment, this is a crucial contribution that
central banks can make.
Consolidation of Reserve Assets
We may take note also of the proposals that have been put forward
for the consolidation of the several types of reserve assets into a single
asset. Without going into the details or the implications of these proposals, wemayobserve
that theyfitinnaturallywith
the evolution
toward a world c'entral bank, At some stage in that evolutionary process,
it might be appropriate to consider whether greater international monetary stability'would be promoted by a move toward a single reserve asset
on the books of the Fund. In this plan, the members of the Fund would
turn in their holdings ofgold and reserve currencies, aside from transactions balances, and would receive inreturn a claim on the Fund similar
to the SDR.
Other Central Banking Functions
Another central bank function-that of the lender of last resortmaybe said already to beperformed by the International Monetary
Fund. We have seen in recent years a sizable expansion in Fund drawings by both industrialized and developing countries when in payments
deficit. And, over the years, the capacity of the Fund to meet these has
grown, as quotas have been increased.
Apart from their lending and money-creating activities, central banks
are often concerned with regulating financial institutions and financial
behavior. Once again, a counterpart already exists in the International
Monetary Fund, whichischarged
by theArticles of Agreementwith
administeringthe par valuesystemandpromotingexchangepractices
that are conducive to the economic welfareof the world community. The
current discussions about limited flexibility of exchange rates are properly centered in theFund and are entirely consistent with the viewof the
Fund that1 have beenputting forward.

'.(
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Eurocurrency and Eurobond Markets
Anotheraspect of theregulation of international financialbehavior
relatesto the great international money and capital markets-the socalled Eurocurrency and Eurobond markets-thathavedeveloped
so
dramatically in recent years. At.present there,islittle, if any, multilateral
supervision of thesemarkets. One need raise no doubts about the
soundness of ,the claims that are created and exchanged in these markets
w e s t that a case can be made for giving to an international institution some responsibility for supervising these.markets. This too would
be a natural development in the evolutionary process we are discussing.
Multinational Corporation
A striking aspect of economic events since Wurld War
I1 has been
the burgeoning of themultinationalcorporation. We are alltrying to
understand and foresee the many implications of this development. Of
one thing I am sure: the basic forces that are leading' to the startling
growth of multinational corporations also point in the direction of evercloser cooperation among
monetary
authorities-that
is,
toward
a
world central bank.
Harmonization
Finally, I come to the special problemthat faces a world central banktryingto promote harmonization of thepolicies of the memberstates
and maintenance of payments equilibrium among them. We have seen
that progress has been made in this
area, and that a number of international institutionshavebeeninvolved.
A particular efforttoward
harmonizationispresentlybeingmadeinthe
European Economic
Community.And there iseveryreason
to expectsimilareffortselsewhere. But this raises an intriguing and delicate organizational question.

.

We haveobserved that theevolution to a world central bankingfunction takes many forms and occurs not only in the Fund but '.in other
international bodies also. It may turn 'out that the world central bank
of the future will have a federal-type organization. Not all ids activities
needbecentralized.
Thus onecanimaginevarioustypes
of regional
groupings of countries, geographical or according to stage of develop-
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ment, or both, for each of which certain central banking functions might
be performed by a separate unit. I believe, however, that international
monetary cooperation has benefited from avoidance of the proliferation
of international bodies that has characterized other international fields.
It is gdmane to .ask whether or not we should hope to see, over the
years, a more coordinated approach organizationally. Should we envisage
that, instead of adispersal of functionsamong the severalbodies
I have referred to, there wouldintimebea
gradual incorporation of'
these activities under the umbrella of the International Monetary Fund?
To state this issue even tentatively is to raise a host of questions. I have
no reason, or means, to try to answer these questions now.
But if I am correct in discerning that we are in a process of evolution
toward a world central bank, we must expect, at some stage in thefuture,
to see somewhat-greater organizational coherence in the exercise of the
world central banking function.

.

The evolution we have been considering today is, of course, only one
aspect of the growing interdependence of nations. It is quite proper that
a Per Jacobsson lecture should focus on economicand, more particularly,
monetaryinterdependence. We allknow,and
no one lgew it better
than Per Jacobsson, that in today's world peace among the major powers
is no longer an option. It is an imperative for survival.
Let me close by asserting my conviction that further evolution along
thelines .we havebeenexaminingtodaywillenhanceworldpolitical
stability .and with it the probabilityof peace.

COMMENTARIES
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Following'Mr. Martin's oral presentation of his paper, thePresident
.of 'the Foundationcalleduponthe
members of the'panel for their
comments.

.

.

.

Dr.. KarlBlessing:
My distinguished friend, WilliamMcChesneyMartin'ssplendidand
comprehensive lecture has made it rather difficult for me to add very
much on today's topic. He has very clearly pointed out what has .been
achieved in the past, he has explained that some. of the functions of a
world central bank are already being performed, and he has examined
ways and means in which further ,evolution may occur.I agree to a very
large extent with what he has said, and yet I cannot help feeling that he
has painted rather too rosy a picture.

'

It is entirely true that tremendous progress has been made both in
central bank cooperation andin the activities of the BIS,and I also
IMF andthe
subscribefully to whatMr. Martin hassaidabout,the
OECD. I would even go so far as to say that without this international
cooperation the international .monetary system would already have collapsed years ago. Nobody can deny that the present system has periodically run into crises, but equally nobody can deny that a lot has been
achievedsince the war. World trade has expanded faster than ever
before, a high level of employment has been maintained, standards of
livinghaveimprovedconsiderablyandinternationalcooperationhas
always managed, in the end,
to cope with the crises that have affected
differentcurrencies.
P

We cannot, however, close our eyes to the fact that, hespite the high
level of international cooperation and despite the many devices devel28
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oped in the last few years,theinternationalmonetarysystemis
not 'in .'
good shape. It is certainly true that nowadays nations recognize much
moreclearly b a n before that theirnationalinterests can no longer be ,
pursuedinisolation. But, when it comes to adjusting their economic . .
and monetary policies to the outside world, they sometimes take a different attitude. Theirdomesticpolitical situation oftenprevents them..
from taking corrective measures.
We all know only too well the deficiencies of the present international
monetary situation: balance of payments ,disequilibria andworldwide
inflation. Part of thosedisequilibriahasbeenremovedlately
by the
British and French devaluations, together with the corrective measures
taken in those countries, and by the German revaluation. But inflation
is still going on and has even accelerated, and the U. S . balance of payments problem is still unsolved. The risks and uncertainties of the gold
exchange standard, which has more and more become a dollar standard,
still exist. The forces creating balance of payments disequilibria are still
at work, price and cost disparities may re-emerge at any time, and the
working of the adjustment process remains unsatisfactory.
International cooperation and the activities of the international monetary institutionscould not preventthosedeficiencies, and even a fullfledged world central bank could only do away with them if it had full
power to compel national authorities to abandoninflationarypolicies
and to applyabetterbalance
of paymentsdiscipline. In spite of the
willingnessof nations to cooperate, there are stillconflicting national.
interests and different targets aimed at by different governments. Some
governments put more emphasis on full employment and growth, others
on price stability. If countries were to comply with the unwritten .rules
of' the gold standard, that is to. say, if all countries were to exercise the
same measure of monetary. discipline as they did under the gold standard, it might perhaps be possible to do away with the monetary troubles
of our timeand to make more progress towards a world
central bank. Since the great crisis of the thirties, and after Keynes andthe revolution
he produced in the minds of the economists, countries now have a dif'ferentphilosophyfrom that whichprevailedunderthegold
standard.
They -wishto manage their economies much more with a view to maintaining high employment and high rates of growth, or what they .regard
as such, than with a view to maintaining price stability and strict order
in their balances of payments. Governments nowadays are always ready
.

.

"
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to resort to deficit spending even in a period of very mild stagnation or
recession but theyalwaysrefuse to applyvigorousfiscalpolicies in a
boom period. The result is that pricesgo up from cycle to cycle. The
worldwide creeping inflation that has prevailed for many years now is
to a large.extent the result of thephilosophy that developedinthe
thirties and the practical behavior deriving from it after the war.
Without a fundamentalchangeinphilosophyandbehavior
there is
not much hope either of improving the international monetary situation
or of making more progress towards a world central bank. In theory,
one might imagine a world central bank being established or the IMF.
being transformed into such a bank, .in order to enforce better monetary
discipline. But this could only be done if national freedom of action and
national sovereignty were restricted to an extent which, in my opinion,
would not be accepted'by national governments and parliaments, at any
rate not in the present state of affairs.
Let me now ask the question: what the task of a world central bank
would be if one day it were to be established? The. proposals for creating a world central bank or for transforming the IMF into such a bank
usuallyrestuponananalogydrawnbetween
a national central .bank
and a world central bank. The task of a national central bank is to
manage monetary and credit policies, to supervise the domestic banking
system; and to act as a lender of last resort; in other words, to manage
thedomesticmoneysupplywith
a viewto maintainingeconomicactivity and at the same time to defending the internal and external value
of thecurrency. Those whoadvocate a world central bank obviously
think that such a bank would do for member countries and their central
banks what each national central bank now does for itsowncountry
anditsownbankingsystem.
A world central bank would therefore
have to manage the international monetary.-system and the international
money supply. It would operate' as a lender of last resort for national
central banks, if they were in need of foreign .exchange to cover a balance of payments deficit.
In doing so it wouldhave to applyverystrictlendingrulesand
it
would have to exercise a strong influence on the economi:: and financial
behavior of the borrowing countries. Otherwise, the borrowing .countries
mightfail ,to repaytheirdebts later on because they did not.achieve
a balance of payments surplus. The influence of a world central bank

..
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would certainly have to be far greater than the influence now exercised
by the IMF when countries are drawing on the credit tranches. In fact
it would habe to lay much greater emphasis on price stability. Its lending rules would have to take into account the experience of the postwar
period when the danger of excess.demand and inflation was far greater
than that of recession and unemployment. To reach international agreement on this issue would -probablynot be easy. But. even if it were possible to agree on strict lending rules, the managing board of the world
central bank would be put in a difficult position. Could or would the
managing.board cease to grant credits
to- a,
.,member..cou,ntryiL,its rec- .
.
.
__
ommendations for correctiveactionwereneglected for one reason'
or
._...**
another? .The experience of the Fund shows how difficult it is to
=tries
to take correctivemeasures.Couldaworld
central bank
achieve more than the Fund? And what would happen if the managing
board came to the conclusion that the exchange rate of a certain cur-. .,
,
rencywas no longerrealistic? The Fund has no power to propose , a -.
change in parity. If a world central bank were given this power, would
.
itsadvice.- be followed?
* One cannot neglectthe
fact that there are considerabledifferences
between the operations of a national central bank and a world central. .
bank. A national central bank operates within the sovereignauthority. .,',
of only one government. Even if it is independent it has to support the,
financialandeconomicpolicies
of itsgovernment.Aworld
central, :,'
bank would operate asa creature of manysovereigngovernments ...
. ,
Its managing board wouldoftenholdviews about the appropriate eco- .
nomicandfinancialpolicies
in a particular country that were different.
from the viewsof the central bank andthegovernment of the country
concerned.Therefore,membercountries'power
to act on their own
would have to be curtailed. Of course, even now.a country has to take.
intoaccounttherepercussions
of itsactions on other countries. But . .;
there 'is a considerable difference between a country adjusting individu-..'
..
allyon its own initiative to the outside world and a country adjusting'
on the recommendation of, or under pressures from, an international .: ."
body. One might argue that the object of creating a world central bank's
is precisely to end the sovereign right of individual countries to expand
their domestic money supply excessively and
to permit, inflationary de- - .
velopments.Butthe
national politicaldifficultiesinvolyed
here arc:' .
tremendous.
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Even in the Common Market, 'where a firm political desire to integrate exists, it -isextremelydifficult to coordinate andharmonizethe
differenttrendsinmembercountriesasregards
total demand,prices
and balances of payments. A monetary union of the Common Market
countries as the ultimate aim can only be achieved if the member governments pool a great part of their .sovereignty in some form of central
authority. The customsunionwhich has alreadybeenachievedis not
sufficient for the attainment of that aim. Without a far-reaching coordination and harmonization in the economic, financial and credit fields no
progresstowardssuchamonetaryunion
can bemade.,Ofcourse,in
theory one could establish a kind of Federal Reserve .Bank 6f Europe
right now, with full power to enforce integration and coordination as it
is sometimes- suggested. But such a procedure would involve too much
politicaldynamite.
It wouldprobablynotspeed
up the integration
process and might even blow it up. It has therefore been agreed to proceed in stages by doing away step by step with national divergencies in
the economic, financial and credit fields. It is obvious, for instance, that
deficits and surpluses in the national public budgets and the
manner in
whichthey are financed influence the monetary situation
of the whole
communityand cannot beleftentirelytothe
.discretion of member
countries. In the Common Market we have even come to' the conclusion
that a certain measure .of understanding on wages and incomes policies
isessential. In somecountriesexcessivewageincreases
are the result
of too high a level of total demand. This might be prevented in future
by more vigorous fiscal and monetary policies. In other countries, however, excessive wage increases are mainly due to the aggressive behavior
of trade unions or towild-catstrikes.Theseproblems
can. hardlybe
solved by fiscal and monetary measures alone.
Ifwage explosions like
those of the past should occur again in some Common
Market countries, there is indeed not much hope for a monetary union.
AllthesedifficultiesconfrontingusintheCommon
Market would
also confront aworld central .bank. In somerespects the difficulties
might be less because the integration process would
not have to go so
far asin the Common Market. In other respectstheywduldbeeven
greater because a world central bank would have to deal not only with
arestrictednumber ofhighly industrializedcountries but alsowith a
great number of less developed countries.
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Even the management of international liquidity involves great differences of opinionand wide areas wherejudgmentis
required, as we
know from discussions of the past. The need for international liquidity
depends very much upon the efficiency of the adjustment process. If exchange rates are realistic and the disequilibria in the balances of payments are modest, less international liquidity should be needed than in
the reverse case. This is why those who advocate
greater monetary discipline do not favorlargeincreasesinliquidity,whilecountries
in
chronicdeficitgenerallytaketheoppositeview.
My personal viewis
that we did not have too little but rather too much global international
liquidityinthepast.Otherwisecreepinginflationin
the worldwould
not have been as persistent as it in fact was. Others seem to regard the
creation of SpecialDrawingRightsatthe
rate of 9% billiondollars
over the years 1970, 1971 and 1972 as insufficient. It has already been
suggested that the amount of SpecialDrawing..'Rightstobecreated
shouldbeconsiderablyincreasedfortheyearsfrom
1973 onwards.
In my opinion, international liquidityhasbeeninsufficientonly
for
countriesinchronicdeficit,
but by no means from aglobalpoint of
view. In the future, it might be different. But for the time being we are
sufferingnotfromashortage
of internationalliquidity but from an
inadequate adjustment process, Balance of payments deficits should be
removed as soon as possible either by taking internal corrective measures or, if necessary, by altering the parity.
They should not be facilitated and prolonged unduly by allowing the deficit countries to finance
their deficits
directly or indirectly for too long a period.
. .
The concept of international liquidity has never been precise and is
even less precise nowadays than it used to be. For instance, swap lines
certainly represent potential international liquidity. The same is true of
the credit lines in the Fund. And what about the Euro-dollar market?
It would be wrong to relate international liquidity exclusively to official
reserves. There is an interrelationship between commercial and central
banks.Althoughthe
Euro-dollar market may not affect the total of
international liquidity, it functions as a pool of international liquidity,
whether private banks or central banks hold the dollar balances. What
kind of liquidity,therefore,shouldtheworld
central bank .attempt to
manage? It wouldcertainlyhave
to rationalize the wholereserve-
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creating process and to exert an influence upon the behavior of reserve- creating countries. Here, I am in complete agreement with Mr. Martin.
. I alsoagreewithhim
that the Euro-dollar market should sodehow
.
besupervised,although I do notknowhowthiscouldbeachievedin
practice.

i

It has often been said that the creation of SpecialDrawingRights
was the most important step so far towards a world central bank. It is
claimed that the Special Drawing Rights system provides the means.for
acollective control overthesupply
of international liquidity. This
sounds veryconvincingin,theory.
I cannot asyet,however,see
that
it will fulfill this expectation as long as, in addition to special drawing
rights, dollars and other forms ,of international Jiquidity &.arebeing created in anuncontrolledmanner. For the time being IMF cannot be
regarded as a real regulator of the total volume of reserves.

.

,'

.

'

There are alsothosewhosay that the international monetarysystem
has been transformed into a dollar system in recent years, meaning that
the Federal ReserveBoard .in Washingtonisalreadyfunctioningas
a kind of world central bank. So long as deficits in the balance of payments of the United States provide the rest of the world with additionalliquidity, this conclusion is. not wrong. In fact, in this respect the Fed
possesses all the attributes of a supranational bank. But we have to bear
in mind that the Fed is managing the American money supply with an
eye to the liquidityneeds, not of the worldasawhole,
but only or
mainly to the needs of the American economy. The changes in dollar
holdings outside the UnitedStates are the result, not of adeliberate
planning of international liquidity, but of whatever the outcome of the
.United States balance of payments happens to be.
.

'

I agree that an extreme shortage of international liquidity might provokeademand
for dollarreservesresulting
in Americanbalance of
payments. deficits. Such a situation doesnot however exist now. It seem<
to me that an improvement of the American balance of payments would
be highly desirable, as the creation of Special Drawing Rights together.
with reserve creation out of the American deficits migfit iycrease total
reserves too much, not to mention that the outside world might hesitate
to accept dollars derivingfrom the UnitedStatesdeficitsindefinitely.
The dollar standard is not yet an accomplished fact accepted by
everybody.
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Let me sum .up. Some of the functions of a world central bank are
alreadybeingperformed.
In viewofconflicting
national interestsand '
of the different aims countries still purs,ue it would, however, be difficult
to reach international agreement on a bank operating as a top central ;.'.
bank of national central banks withfullpower to supervise the inter- .'.' ,.
nationalmonetarysystem, to besolelyresponsible for the.systematic
management of the international money-supply,and to operate asa
lender of last resort withtheright to enforcemonetarydiscipline on
member cou'ntries. It would therefore be wise not to strive for utopian
goals but to try to make less dramatic progress within the already existingmachinery. The IMF as an alreadyexistinginstitutionwouldbe
best qualified to streamline and improve the present system. Other international institutions like the BTS could render a useful service too.
,

I cannot help feeling that 'inthe past we have laid too much emphaiis
on technicalitiesandtoo little 'onmonetarydiscipline.Eventhemost
perfectinstitutions are of littlevalue if thereismonetarydisorder
in
leading countries. No monetary system, however intelligently designed,
can replace sound policies. Discipline begins at home. Let us try to put
our own houses in order, let us try to get rid of inflationary practices
and let us try to improve the adjustmentprocessandthebalance
of
paymentssituation. For the 'time beingthisis
more important than
discussions about reserves and liquidity.

.

Perhaps we should alter parities more often than in the past in order
to remove disequilibria before they do harm to the whole system. I am
not a friend of floating rates, however, nor am I in sympathy with the
idea of an' automatic system of "crawlingpegs," as it would weaken,
rather than strengthen,monetarydiscipline. A slightwidening of the
band' around parity might be useful, but is certainly not a remedy for
our problems.
The dollar is still the leading currency of the world and the backbone'
of our monetarysystem,whether we like it or not. As things stand,
a strong dollar means a strong system, and a weak dollar means a weak'
sptem, and a world central bank could hardly alter this state of affairs. .

W.Randolph Burgess:
Dr.Blessing,we

are very grateful to you for setting forth the prob-

'
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Nowwe turn to a different phase of the discussion, and we call on
someonewhowillgiveus
a picturefrom a Latin Americanpoint of
view, a man who has been head
of the Venezuelan Central Bank and
now runs an important private bank, Dr. Alfred0 Machado G6mez.
A lfredo Machado Go’rnez:

.

After the wide-ranging review provided by Mr. Martin’s illuminating
andcomprehensivespeechandthetimelyandpenetratingcomments
byMr.Blessing there is not much left to discuss in this short period
of time. I. will,therefore,limitmyself
to somebriefcomments
o r the
subject of the world central bank as it appears from-Iwasgoing
to
say the vantagepoint, but it is probablythedisadvantage point of a
developing country. My emphasis will be on certain aspects of the topic
which bear on the specialized institutional requirements of the developing areas of the world.

I willfirstcommentquickly
on whatseems to betherequirement
for the kind of world that isdeveloping under our eyes. Then I will
briefly refer to the technical problem of the mechanism of adjustment
of balance’of payments in all developing .nations.’Finally I will make
some cursory remarks on some experience in monetary cooperation in
Latin America.
As to the worldsituation, I feel that, asthe decade of the ‘1970s
begins,we face a time of momentouschange.Continuitiesaswellas
discontinuities of trends, to use Drucker’s scheme of analysis, are likely
to moldand shape our tomorrow,theclosingdecades
of the 20th
Century. These changes are, in the author’s words,‘our “recent future”
-both already accomplished facts and challenges to come.
Major changes exist in four major areas. The explosion of the new
technology; a new socio-political, reality of pluralistic institutions; a new
universe of knowledge; and, finally, and of utmost concefn to us here
today, the .gradual change from an “international” economy to a ‘‘world”
economy. It might be too fine a.’point to make this distinction, but it is
one way of dramatizing the fact that different situations require different
institutions.
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What are the major changes in the international economy?Imperceptibly, there has emerged a world economy.
The world has become,
in other words, one market, or as Drucker says “One global shopping
center.’’ Yet thisworldeconomylacksfull-fledgedworldembracing
economicorganizations.Most of our presentinstitutionswerecreated
in response to theneeds of the system of national states, preserving
to a great degree qualities of national sovereignty. Now institutions like
the ones we are seeing coming to the fore, the Euro-dollar market and
the multinational corporation, show general characteristics which correspondwithadifferentstage
of evolution,wherenationalitybecomes
secondary, and the institution operates to soften the concept of individ:
ual,political or geographicalnationalsovereignty.
The multinational
corporation and the Euro-dollar market, which have come to the fore
recently, are creating newtensionsinvarious
areas of the world.
The peripheral countries of the worldhavebeenovercomeby
the
sudden awareness of being subject to the tensions and distortions generated by some of theactivities of the multinational corporations and
by the Euro-dollar market, while the main industrial countries in the
world have been affected by the re-emergence of the United States as
a capital importing country through the Euro-dollar market. These two
phenomena of the newworldeconomyposeproblemswhich
are new
and which are providing both challenges for the incipient world economy-and newtoolsandsolutions
for themonetaryauthorities. There
are thusbothpromisingdevelopmentsandthreateningconnotations
in the advent of these two phenomena.
Today’s world economy owes
not too much to political imagination
or decisions. It iscoming into beingdespite ,political fragmentations.
The demands, the appetites, the values are preceding even the creation
of tradingunits. To a certain extentthe European Common Market
was a ’belated institutional acknowledgment of what had become the
nality of economic perception and of consumer behavior a good many
yours earlier.Theinteractionbetweendifferentnations’economies
is
growing closerandstronger.
Mr. Martinand Mr. Blessinghaveemhas always had to adjust its internal
phasized this fact. Every country
money and credit policies to the realities of its hternational economic

p s i tion.
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The cues we seem to get from this new world economy are that some
internationalmonetaryinstitutions,some
sort of central bank, if it is
necessary, or expansion of the existinginstitutions,seems to be very
welcome and desirable at the world level. As Mr. Blessing has observed,
apurelytechnicaldecision-makingprocess,whichwould
be ideally
suited for this kind of organization, would be politically very ,difficult
to accept. Nevertheless, if still looms in thefuture as something desirable
for the world as a whole.
In one important respect the worldeconomyandthemanagement
of the international monetary system is much better off now than it was
during the interwar period. It is not yet fully satisfactory, as Mr. Blessing has emphasizedandMr.
Martin indicated, but important strides
have been made as a result of the institutional streamlining of the IMF,
theBISand the European EconomicCommunity.
I would like now to move from the world approach and discuss very
briefly the significance of a world central bank in the context of developing countries. The mutual benefits derived in the past from the coexistence of the IMF, the OECD, the EEC, the BIS, and Benelux, to mentiononlyafew,amplydemonstrate
the complementarity, rather than
incompatibility, of concentric or parallelregional
or interzonal approaches to .world-wide economic cooperation. This is likely
to prove
true in Latin America as well as in Europe and other parts of the world.
However, among the many technical differences between the monetary
and exchange problems in developing areas as compared to industrialized regions, a .most critical and probably the most typical-is the lack
of interconnection or interdependence amongst countries which importantlyaffects the balance of payments adjustment mechanism. This
problem reflects some shortcomings amongst the developing economies.
But even from the viewpoint of monetary coordination, there are some
important handicaps resultingfrom the typicalsituation of contrast
in most of the developingeconomieswhereadevelopedsideexists
side bysidewithbackwardsegments
of the economy. The developed
area is always the. export sector: that sector has been developed under
the impact.of external forces which molded its shape according to' the
perspective and requirements of the international market. Itsrate of
development is determined by the importance of the external sector,
and this rate of development is not usually consistent with the needs of
the internal economy of the country.
~.

'
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Suffice to say that these peculiar characteristics complicatethe adjustment processin developing countries.
Monetary authorities within the Third World have followed with great
interest, attention and hopes, the deliberations and conclusions reached
by OECD's Working Group No. 3. It is difficult not to agree with most
of the conclusions reached in their report. Nevertheless, in my opinion
quite a number of those recommendations couldnot, for several reasons,
be applied successfully to the great majority of the developing nations.
From a structural viewpoint, there are flaws and weaknesseswhich
affect adversely the conditions of monetary stability and convertibility,
international capital inflows, effectiveness in the application of fiscal and
monetary policies, labor force mobility and capital market organization.
The adjustment and coordinating mechanism, so much influenced by
thelevel of international reservesand its resilience,functionspoorly,
if at all, in most developing countries. This is
due to the limited composition of export items,mainlyprimaryproducts,whichresultsina
narrow exposure or contact with the rest of the world and affects downwardthelevel of reservesasaresult
of adeterioration of theterms
of trade. So far, this is all very much commonplace, but I want to get
to a point whichwe consider is slightly new, namely, that due to that
reserve situation, .thedevelopingcountrieslack
the shock-absorbing
device to reconcile internal monetarystability with external development.
The difference between external and internal pressures often exceeds'
the cushioningcapacity of the reserves,and there are then onlytwo
alternatives:. either to stop convertibility and stability of exchange rates;
or to apply deflationary policies whichare socially mdesirable and politically dangerous .in areas where already standards of living are very low.
The argument that developingcountriesdo
not exercisemonetary
restraint is, in myview, an oversimplification to explainsuchresults.
Lack of discipline at the monetary, and sometimes at the fiscal,level
is undeniable. But it is also true that the impossibility of satisfying the
requirements of the system has been a cause of such monetary disorder.
The strict application of the rules of external stability produces internal
fluctuations and pressures which result in serious maladjustments.
Out
of frustration, hi the face of this situation, a tentative conclusion reached
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by many authorities in the developing world is that the backward economies are strongly handicapped in trying to play the game under the
present exacting rules. Many adopt the quip made recently by a’French
paper: “IS it reasonable to be reasonable in an unreasonable world?”
Under these conditions, the solutions to the problems of an’ adequate
adjustment process depends not only on the monetary mechanism but
also on a number of extra-monetary devices. .It is, therefore, clear that
there is an institutional vacuum. and an important role to play in the
coordination of allthesefinancial and monetarytools for aworld or
regional central bank or international monetary authority.

I will comment now on somesteps that havebeen taken in Latin
America in an attempt to increase monetary cooperation and therefore
to improvethegeneralsituation
of the adjustmentmechanism.New
worldfinancialdevelopmentsofferalldevelopingcountriesandtheir
central banks newchallengesandopportunitieswhich
can briefly be
summarizedunder the followingheadings: 1) foreigninvestment of
central banks’reserves, if any; 2) Latin American securities flotations
in foreign markets; 3 ) central bank arrangements in support of. mutual
trade; and 4) central bankarrangements in support of currency convertibility and stability.

,

In the last ten years Latin America has taken some.important strides
in arranging for institufional cooperation among central banks to provide,first,a
center for interchange of ideas;thistakesplacetwo
or
three timesayear.Then,arrangements
for clearing-housefunctions
have been rather effective: within the Central American Common Market about 80 per cent of transactions are cleared through the settlement
mechanism. In South America only about 50 per cent of transactions
are cleared, but this is the beginning of a cooperation onto which more,
significant qangements can be graftedlater on.

To conclude,themaintheme
that I have tried to outline in these
commentsis that institutions, both national or international, are born
out of surging needs, new developments and a world that changes at an
ever faster pace.
It seems quite clear that theglobalmoneyand
credit requirements
that go with these changes need an adequate monetary world institution
to prevent economic fluctuations from turning into severe crises.

.

..
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As a second corollary derived from these cursory comments on
the
mechanism of adjustment of thebalance of payments in developing
countries, I hope I haveemphasized that some of thepitfalls in that
process are partly due to inadequate centralization of reserves and. their
management,aswellas
of monetary administration, like that which is
beginning to be achieved by the IMF or even the BI’S. A world economy
withaworldmonetarysystembasedontherecent
creation of SDRs
seems, in the medium term .and long run,
to need a coordinating ‘and
centralizing monetary authority with more powers.
The small .and medium countries of the world feel that more thought
needs to begiventotheway
in whichamechanism can be put into
practice to preserve monetary stabilitybetter, not only among the Group
of Ten, but also amongst the weaker but more numerous smaller nations. Only the industrialized and the powerful nations can bring about
the necessaryinstitutionaldevices to copewithsome of theproblems
that we have enumeratedhere today.
May’I recall a meaningful statement made some years ago by Governor Coombs of the Bank of Australia: “We think that themedium
and smaller countries which lie outside the Group of Ten, who enjoy
sometimesneedling and criticizing the mighty,should also recognize
that thisprivilegecarrieswith
it ,some responsibilities.’’ In particular,
we in thedevelopingcountriesmustdemonstrate
that we are willing,
and indeedable, to manage our owncurrencies, our ownbalance of
payments, and our own economies with reasonable efficiency, and therefore able-to make our contribution to the world’s stable development,
provided that a satisfactory world climate and institutional framework
is maintained for us.
There is in New Zealand a mythical story of a Maori warrior, who
put out to sea in a canoe and was overtaken by a storm. Like many
mortals whenthey are in peril, he prayed. However, the terms of his
prayer, the New Zealanders say, were not that the storm would’subside,
or that he should,be rescued, but that God should move awaythe clouds
so that he could see the stars and thus be’able to navigate. I feel that
when we appeal to the mighty-since only they
can provide an institutional framework and a propitious climate-what we are asking.them
to do is’ to move away the clouds. We should at the same time, be able
to assure them that whentheclouds
are removedaway,we
will be
able to steer our own canoe.
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W.Randolph Burgess:
I thank you,, Dr. Machado. You have added a veryimportant element
to the equation that wewill have to weigh in the balance as we think
about these things.
Wenow have, as the final speaker, Professor Harry Johnson. He is
basically a Canadian, but he commutes between London where he is a
professor,Chicagowhere
heis aprofessor,and
other placesinthe
worldwhere he professesonething or anotherveryimportantly.We
are delighted to have him in this important position as the final discussor.

Harry G.Johnson:
At this stage of the proceedings, we have come a long way from the
paper presented to us, and there is a temptation for a speaker’to give
his own views without too much reference
to the viewsof the official
speaker. I would like to go back on that temptation and return to the
presentation that WilliamMcChesneyMartin
has made to us this
afternoon.

I think that the paper he prepared for us, and still more the presentation he gave, is a very fine tribute both to the vision of Per Jacobsson,
in whose honor these lectures have been established, and to the intention of the series, which is “to encourage the thoughtful. and informed
consideration of international monetary and financial questions.” I think
that the paper conforms exactly with that specification, but it gave us,
at least the presentation of it gave us, much more. It gave us a sense
of passion and concern about the issues which I was very glad to hear.
People like Per Jacobsson, whose portrait is in front of us, and William McChesney Martin, who has presented his paper to us, have carried great responsibilities in the international monetary system, and in
my view one can only do that successfully if one does have some concern about where the system is going and what direction progress lies
in, and what should be done about it. Unfortunately, the requirements
of civilized existence require that people with this kindof passion have
to hide it as long as they are in office, and can show it only after they
have left. Again, I am very grateful to Mr. Martin for showing us something of the concern about the world .system which obviously has motivated him.
r
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His paper is concerned with the basic issue facing the international
monetary system-whichis
the question of wherewe stand now, and
where we are going. Mr. Martin answers that questionpositivelyand
resolutely: we have been moving towards a world central bank, at least
functionally, if not in institutionalform,and
that isthedirection in
which we should continue to move. I am verypleased that he should
make that message so clear and so forthright and I hope that the
audiencewho heard it, and those whowill readhiswords, will take
it toheart.
I think it is particularly important, this message, coming as it does
from a former Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, since the United States dollar has dominated the international monetarysystem in recentyears,andthis
has produced a
certain conflict of interests in theAmericanAdministrationandin
American views and pronouncements
on the system-conflictbetween
the-narrowly national Self-interest in promotingtheuse of thedollar
for a variety of reasons, and on the other hand, a genuine and generous
interest in the system as a system and in the improvement of the monetary framework withinwhkh we have to live.
Mr. Martin's paper divides itself .into two parts, a backward-looking
part and a forward-looking part. I refer to this as a Janus-like performance. Some people, I think, after this afternoon may regard it as more
Cerberus-like, with Mr. Martin guardingthegates of hell rather than
guarding legitimate business. He looks backward to the disasters' of the
1930s, -to the lessons drawn therefrom, and to, the fact that we have
avoided, those disasters in the postwar period through the development
of international monetarycooperation. I foundthis part of his paper
encouraging in some ways and discouraging in others. It is encouraging
because it appeals to the sense of interdependence, to thesense of
human responsibility to one another, the need to cooperate. And that
I think is important, because too often, in this area in particular, people
get blinded bynarrowconcerns of self-interest.
I found it discouraging from another point ofview, in that it plays
down the most important factor which hasunderlain the' growth of
international monetary cooperation /in the postwar period, and
that is
the growth of understanding of what the system is and what its requirements are. Recognition of interdependence, a sense of responsibility to
one another, isof no use unless you'know why you are interdependent
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and what your responsibilities are. It seems to me that the great difference in the postwar as compared with the interwar period is that central
bankers and related experts have come to understand what the system
is and what its problems are. I do 'not think the difference between the
interwar period and the postwar period can be found in the fact that all
of asudden central bankershavebecomehumane,generous,cosmopolitan, public-spirited, and not bound by national self-interests. I think
that the people of 'the 1920's and 1930's, judging by the history of that
period, were just as public-spirited, just as anxious to do good for the
world as any central banker I have met, including during the present
sessions. The trouble was that they did not understand what the system
was and what its problems were. What has happened is not that people
have suddenly changed their human
nature but that they have .learned
as a result of crisis, consultation and so forth, what the nature of the
problem is and what has to be done about it. I think we academics can
claim some credit in the educational process, though I am not prepared
to assert that .we were always ahead, since I think sometimes we have
been behind, particularly with the invention
of SDRs.
Still,what has beenlearnedis
that we have to have i.n theinternationalsystemwhat
central bankersprovidein the national system,
and this is essentially two functions: the first is the lender of last resort
function; and the secondistheprovision
for asteadygrowth of ultimatereserves for thesystemasawhole.Theselessonshavebeen
learned as a result of a succession of crises, and, I think one can fairly
say,the central bankershaverespondedfairlyimaginatively
to these
crises.
There are two traps, as I see it as an academic scholar, in the central
bankingbusiness. The firstisthebelief
that every national aspiration
can be achieved simultaneously; and
I am afraid that some of the remarks bymytwopredecessorsincommentingthisafternoonretained
traces of that fallaciousopinion. The secondisthetemptation
to believe that if you ,make a small action and a big statement, people will
of
believe the statement and not notice the action. We have had some
that inthepostwarperiodalso,notablyontheoccasion
of thegold
rush of 1968, but, by andlarge, I thinkthe central bankers of our
generationhavelearned
that bigwords are no goodunlessthey
are
accompanied by big actions, and they have learned
to take big actions.
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That, I think, istheimaginative and courageous part of thedevelopment that has occurred so far. As a result of that, I think that some
of us academicswhohavebeentheorizing
about acollapse of the
systempromptedby a liquiditycrisis will beprovedwrong on every
occasion on whichpossibility ofproof arises. I think central bankers
have learned that you need to do internationally what you do domestically in times of crisis: you have to lend without stint, and you have
notonly to lendwithout stint but to makesure that everybodyknows
you are prepared to lend still more if you have to. So I don't think we
need fear a liquidity crisis any more, and in fact we have developed the
lender of last resort function which the system needs.
There has, however, been a cost
to that, and that is, because it has
been a matter of crises, the development has been dominated, to some
extent, by blackmail on the part of the lessresponsiblecountries. In
particular, the system has operated to impart an inflationary bias to the
world monetary system as a result of subservience to the needs, on the
one hand, of the United Kingdom, which is both big enough and weak
enough to be able to extract more money from the others than it really
deserves, and the United States which is big enough and
strong enough
to be able to extract the same.sort of help. So, in spite of Mr. Martin's
glowingwords about the net beneficialpressures of cooperation and
consultation
inducingcountries to behaveproperly, I think Dr.
Blessing 'perhaps has more nearly the right end
of the stickwhen he
points out that the system has not worked quite that well and that there
is an inflationary bias in it.
'

i n ,

Recognition of the need for the lender of last resort function is really
not that difficult a problem. In the history of domestic monetary systems
before central banking we had many cases in which the big commercial
banks realized, in times of crisis, that they had to get together, lend to
each other and to be willing to lend without stint, and one would expect
therefore that this particular functionis one that central banksina
worldsystemcould learn fairlyeasily that they had to perform, even
though it may be painful at the particular times it is necessary.
The much more difficult problem has been to arrive at recognition of
the need for amanageddeliberateexpansion
of the ultimatereserves
of the system. Here the temptation of central bankers is to believe .that
you can solve this problem by the 'same means as you solve the other
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one,namely,bytemporaryshort-termcredit,swaps,and
so forth and
so on, and that is a temptation which could.be disastrous. But, fortunately for us, the central bankshave learned, thoughsomewhat later
thantheysolvedthe
other problem, that the systemdoes require a
deliberateandmanagedexpansion
of the basic reserves-and
that is
a truly revolutionary idea.
In fact, I think Mr. Martin has been rather-well,
I don’t know; his
judgment and mine are things for you to weigh up, not for me to pass
judgment on-I
think he mayhavebeentooblandlyreasonablein
emphasizing the continuity of development through the postwar period
to the idea of theSDRs. He may,whilereassuringsomepeoplewho
like to believe that if you look backwards you can always predict the
future, conceal the truly revolutionary nature of the idea of deliberate
creation of international reserves.It is a bold adventure that the
systemisundertaking,and
it requires a lot of adjustments; and those
adjustments won’tbe made properlyunlesspeople understand where
we are going.We are not just repeating the past withsmallchanges.
We are reallymovingforward
to the creation of a new,genuinely
cosmopolitan type of international system.
SpecialDrawingRights,asMr.
Martin said in his paper, are the
first step towards this. There are many other steps which he outlines and
whichhave taken place through different international institutions, but
this is the first real step towards a world central bank. It is the first step
towardsdeliberate creAtionandmanagement
of international reserves
and, as I see it, there are six problems that lie ahead of us in this field
and which will have to be. tackled. Mr. Martin deals with these in his
own way, and he dealt with some others. I deal with them in a different
way, and the reason for that is that he is a highly successful practitoner
and I am a practically unqualified academic economist.
The first problem is that the new reserves are marginal to the total
of existing reserves. That means the management of them will have to
be very carefully done if, in fact, the result of their creation is to give
us more stability and not less. It will take a great deal of work on the
part of the International Monetary Fund staffandon the part of the
central bankers, to make sure that the creation of these newreserves
really contributes to worldstability and doesn’t just throwanother
element of instability into the system.
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The secondpointwhichMr.
Martin dealswithand
Dr. Blessing
mentioned also, is that what happens is going to depend very much on
the nature of UnitedStatespolicy.Andthis,unfortunately,isnota
simple matter of U. S. policy by itself, because U. S. policy is going to
beinterdependentwiththepolicies
of other countriesand with the
management of SDRs themselves.Ideallywhat
wewouldlike
to see
would be that SDRs provide the increment of world reserves so that the
United States can have a balanced balance of payments, which in turn
implies that other countriesdon’tgettoogreedyandtry
to getmore
reserves than collectively has been decided should
be provided.
The third point, which Mr. Martin also mentioned, is that it would be
highlydesirableinthelonger
run if all of theexistingreserveassets
could be consolidated and become one asset, managedby the equivalent
of a world central bank. In order for that to happen wewill have to
reachapositioninwhichthe
other assets are more-or-less stable in
quantity from year to year so that consolidation of them doesn’t offer
the prospect of any substantial gain to one country and substantial loss
to another. And that in turn ties in with the consideration I just mentioned as to the interdependence of all these different policies;
The fourth question which Mr. Martin raised is the question of movingonwards from providing for stablegrowth of worldreserves fo
providingcontra-cyclicalmanagement
of thosereserves. That is an
ideawhichishighlytempting
to any central banker: that youdon’t
just sit there, you do something,andwhatyou do is that youtry to
makethereservesmovecontra-cyclicly
so that youachievegreater
stability. Well, that naturally appeals to Mr. Martin, and I am sure it
appeals to many other people in the room, but it definitelydoesn’t
appeal to me and the reason is that I have studied the evidence as to
how skilful central banks are in managing basic reserves so as to perform acontra-cyclicalfunctionandmaketheeconomybetter
than it
otherwise would be. That evidence shows that they are very poor indeed
at the job, and, considering what sort of organization a world central
bank wouldhave, I haveevenless’confidence
that aworld central
bank could sit there skilfully“finetuning”
the worldeconomyby
deft adjustments of SDR increments or, going further, by astute open
market operations, in particular moneymarkets. So myviewon
that
subject is that we should try first to get a stable growth of the ultimate
reserves of. the system, provide stability which
wehaven’t had before,
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andonly after that should we considzrwhether in fact it' ispossible
to improve on stable growth by deliberate destabilizing policy aimed at
contra-cyclical management.
The fifth question is the point of surveillance of the Euro-dolla" and
Euro-bond markets. Here I feel that the old central bank devil is creeping out in Mr. Martin in spite of his generally generous-minded attitude
towards the world. It is one of thetemptations of central bankers to
believe that they know better than the market does what sorts of credit
instruments aie creditworthyandwhat
are not, andtobelieve
that
without their help private competition muit invitably result in financial
disaster. I don't believe that. I believe that the Euro-dollar market and
the' Euro-bond market instead are developments
which
reflect
the
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weaknesses of central banking,particularly in Europe, and I do not
really see that anybody has the intelligence or the ,ability to do better
than that market does.And I see no real reason to worry about the
problem.
Well,thefinalpointconcerns
the question of regionalimbalances.
It is on this subject that I think Mr. Martin's paper is at its most perceptive, and. that is a prize that it is difficult to award, given the range
of subjects he covers and the
wisdomhebrings to bear on them. Regional imbalances, as he points out, are not a problem within a nation
but are a problemintheworldeconomy;andthereasonisIfrecisely
that the regions of a country do not have autonomous policy devices at
their command, whereas nations do. Once you have
a lever to pull it
is .by no meansguaranteed that you pull it in the right direction
at the right time,,especially if somebody is telling you.that you should
pull it the other way. This means that there will be in the world economy
: problems of adjustment between regions which there will not be, or are
not,. within a national economy,andMr. Martin, alongwithmany of
the rest of us, believes that one step towardssolving that problem
wouldbe more flexiibility of exchange rates. I found myself torn on
this issue. I have always been an adKocate of rate flexibility, and I certainlybelieve that inthepresent
state of defectivedevelopment of
international cooperation, which Dr. Blessinglaid out for us at great
length, some flexibility of exchange rates is absolutely necessary if the
system is to function on the whole in a liberal way. But from the longer
run point ofview, thequestiondoesarisewhether
we mightnotbe
better off in our worldeconomy,which
we are trying to buildwith
,
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this system, with complete rigidity of exchange rates as we have within
a nation, but allied with' the development of the kinds of mechanism we
havewithin a nation to soften the blow of commitment to asingle
cuiiency-that is, arrangements
for deliberate transfers of income from
rich regions to poor regions, and arrangements for encouraging the mobility of labor, of capital, and of technology between regions. In other
words, should we not look instead to deliberateefforts to make the
maintenance of a fixed exchange rate between the regions tolerable to
the people who live with it rather than providing for more flexibility?
The argument for a fixed;atesystemisessentiallytheargument
for a
common currency. Rate flexibility is an attempt to get the advantages
without too many of thedisadvantages.Andwhile,in
the present 'state
of .affairs, there is .a very strohg case indeed for, more more rate flexibility, in the longer run it seems to me we ought to beaiming for
one world currency managed by one world bank.

r

There isonefinalpoint ,there, whichis that, if we do provide for
more flexibility of rates, the result m.ay not be the establishment of a
world currency and a world central bank, but instead the gradual rise
to dominance of that national currency which has the most advantages
and attractions, and-that wouldmean that establishment de facto of
a world dollar standard-which I do not thinkwouldbeinthe
wo;ld's
interest, as we understand at present.
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ProfessorJohnson, that was amagnificentsummiqg-up.We
are very
grateful
to you.
Now,
there have
been
some
questions
turned
in,
and
Mr. Martin maywant to comment on some of the thingsthe other
speakers
-.. . .
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CLOSING STATEMENTS
Mr. Martin:

I think that Professor Johnson put his fingers on all the weak points
inmy paper and I think,as a free market man, that hehas a valid
point when he comments on my talk about supervision of the Eurocurrency/Euro-bond market. But I think he probablynoticed that I
didn'tsayanything
about open market operations.Thiswouldhave
beenthe central bank approach,buyingandsellingthesecurrencies,
and I realizethedifficulties
thatare inherent in this. As I tried to
indicatein my comments, I realizeall'thesehazards.
I think that we
have to overcome them one by one. I think some of them have to be
adjusted.Butbasically I think that we are on theright trend and I
think we can make progress along that line. That isall I want to say
on that.
I sympathizewithKarlBlessing on theself-disciplineaspect,and
I
think he pointed that out beautifully, as he always does. I do concede
that we have to recognize that each country has to have self-discipline
and that, if they don't, we are in trouble. That is the basic reason we
were in trouble in the sixties.

'

The problem of reservesand of liquidity whichgoesalongwith
that is, in my judgment, a minor problem. For a long time I had quite a
problemin myownmindas
to whether wereally had a shortage of
liquidity or a shortage of reserves,and I tried to giveyou a little
statistical approach to this. It seemstome
that inthe five years of
1964-1969 it wasclear that, other than through an increase in the
price of gold, on the mostoptimisticbasis, there was not foreseeable
any increase in reserves in the magnitude that might be needed for the
colossallydevelopingworld
trade. Weallwant
to seeworld trade
50
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develop, and it was on that basis I think that the SDR operation was
started, and I think many of you in this room know that this wasdebated over a two-year period in every possible way.
I remember very
vividly the two meetings in London where Secretary Fowler was dealing at considerablelengthwith the question of howmany SDRs we
should have. There were ‘some people who thought it wasn’t any good
at all ‘to have SDRs at all unless we had 15 or 20 billion, and a lot of
people who thought that 1 billion was going to be too many. It was out
of this debate and out of that sort of give-and-take that wefinally
arrived at the current set-up.
Now there isthis point, and I ‘emphasizedthisin my paper and I
sincerely mean it, that the United States, by coming forward with this
idea, has put itself on the line. I think that they are going to recognize
theirbalance of payments.problemand that they are going to try to
movetowardszero
or nearlyzero at least ontheofficialsettlements
basis.
Now, I have a question here with respect to regional grouping and I
can’t give a very satisfactory answer to that: whether regional grouping
is desirable or undesirable. I think it depends on how it is done and how
it is worked out. The thing that I pointed out in my paper was that we
have been fortunate, by and large, in not having had a dispersal of this
monetary operation among too many different organizations.
Another question here asks “What is the balance of payments policy,
apart from just full employment and stable-prices?” I can say,asa
former Chairman of the Open Market Committee, that in the last three
years there hasneverbeen a meeting of that Committeewherethere
hasn’tbeen a real discussion of thebalance of paymentsimpact of
monetarypolicyand of fiscalpolicy on our balance of payments. In
fact, I used to call it up regularly on the agenda. We would go through
a review of the domestic situation and then I would call for a review of
the .balance of payments situation, and out of that the U. S . has tried to
forge a policy. At one time, of course, it went pretty far in the direction
of controls, trying to solve the balance of payments that way. When the
new Administration came in, they thought, “We are for free enterprise,
you know, we will just throw them alloff over night.” But it wasn’t quite
that simple. .There has been quite a difficult problem of adjustment,
because. all these things have to have a certain give-and-take in them.
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There is onequestionaddressed
to Karl Blessing: “‘How do you
that the Common Market countriesachieve a
assessthelikelihood
monetary union?” Do you want to say anythiig onthat, Karl. No? Well,
I don’t think there is really much to add to that. The other part of the
question: “What would be the eflects on the dollar?” I think the basic
question here is whether thedollar is structurally overvalued. My answer
is no, it isn’t yet. It may become that way, .but I think a straightforward
answer, in my judgment, is .that it is not overvalued at the moment. We
are wrestling with a very serious balance of payments problem and a
very serious inflation problem. The thing that probably is causing usthe
most long-range concern is
the fact that it is only because Europe is
inflating faster than the United States that we are not in more trouble
than we are. Yet people.say, “YOU areexporting your inflation to us.”
Well, to some extent that may be true, but by and large it is a ringaround-the rosy. 1 think we just have to wake up. to the fact that this
inflation problem is going to require that everybody put his shoulder to
the wheel and tackle it.
The next question here I have already commented on: whether llhe
SDRs don’t .inject a new inflationaryelementinto the worldpicture.
My answer to that is yes, they may if they are improperly handled. This
is one of the serious problems that we have to wrestle with. If the U. S.
balance of payments falls apart, and we don’thave a proper balance,
why I think we are going to head into a very serious period of trouble
again.

I don’t know that I can add anythmg to that, Mr. Chairman. That
covers
most

of the questions Ihere.
have
got

,

* * * * *
Mr. Burgess:
Well I think that completes the discussion. You have the subject laid
out before you and I know that this document, as it is published, will
have careful studyand will undoubtedlyaffect the monetarypolicies
of the countries of the world.

Now, what remains for me to do is first to thank all those who have
taken part, particularly Mr. Martin, who prepared this careful paper
for us, the three speakers who followed and who gave us three different
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approachestothesamequestion
that fit together,nevertheless, into a
pattern. We are greatly in their debt. Again, we are very grateful to the
University for making this hall available and for cooperating with us;
to the City of Basle and its officials; to the BIS; and to all of you who
supported The Per Jacobsson Foundation. Let us adjourn the meeting.
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